Installation Detail For Timber Post and Brace with Top Bolt
Overhead beam or ceiling

Clean dirt and debris from floor
Mark post location on floor
Align plywood plate on floor

Existing side post or structure
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Post length to be measured from top of treated plywood plate to finished beam or ceiling

NOTICE: Failure to install product with all
fasteners supplied in the locations specified will
void product warranty.

(8) #7 x 3” trim head screws to
fasten post to overhead structure,
pre-drill holes for screws

Post

Walnut plug, use wood glue provided

Install ½” lag bolt with washer into pre-drilled
hole on bottom of brace before attaching top
of brace to overhead structure

Note: Use a jack to support structure where post is to
be located, Top and Bottom of post are marked. Place
post in position, align post (and brace housing, if any)
to overhead structure and lower the structure to meet
post (or use shims to raise post). Plumb post and
install one #7 x 3" trim head screw at bottom and top to
hold post in place. Insure alignment is correct and
install remainder of #7 x 3" trim head screws in top and
bottom of post.

Slide Base Wrap on post and temporarily clamp
on post about 16" up from bottom. Move wrap
down to bottom of post after post is secured.
Base Wrap

Base Wrap
¾” Treated plywood plate fastened
with (3) ¼” x 1 ¾” Tapcon screws
and construction adhesive to
concrete slab

Brace, various profiles available

Base wrap installed with (1) #7 x 2 ¼” trim-head
screw in each face, leave slightly loose for
expansion
(8) #8 x 3” screws to fasten post to
plywood plate, pre-drill holes for screws
Concrete Floor

